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Digraphs sh th wh ch tch worksheets

Individual consonants DigraphsConsonant Digraph: ChThis page contains more than 20 worksheets for learning ch digraph. Includes cut-and-glue actions, card games, worksheets, flashcards, word sliders, and more. Consonants Digraph: ShHere you will find a large selection of printables teaching sh digraph. Your students will enjoy the word wheels, reading sliders, mini-books,
and a sorting game. Consonants with Digraph: This page contains worksheets for teaching two /th/ sounds. (Letters th make two sounds: There's buzzing-th, as then. There's also unvoiced-th as thick.) Teach students about these two sounds with these activities. Consonants Digraph: WhHelp your students learn to read and write words with a wh digraph. Words include that,
whale, white, whistle, and wheel. Consonants Digraphs: Ch and Sh (Mixed)Learn to distinguish between /ch/and/sh/sounds with these printable actions. Includes sorting pictures and words, minibooks, and practice worksheets. Phonics: Consonants MixesThis section of our website will link you to more than 100 worksheets for learning consonants mixtures. Includes bl, br, cl, cr, dr,
fl, fr, gl, gl, pl, pr, sc, sl, sn, and tr. All phonics worksheets (full index)Browse thousands of phonics worksheets in STW. Topics include phonetic understanding, mixes, digraphs, diphthongs, long vowel sounds, and short vowel sounds. Word PlayThis word play lesson teaches the second grader about diphthongs (ow, ou, oi, oy and ew words) and tough plural nouns (geese, legs,
mice). It also introduces the kids bossy R rule, which states that when the letter r is followed by a vowo it changes the way the word is spokened, such as far away, car and fur. These rules can help a second grader advance his reading flurry and spelling skills.2nd gradeReading &amp; Writing
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